SENATE ACTION (QUORUM)

Nominations Received and Referred to SJU:

TO BE BRIGADIER GENERAL OF THE NEW JERSEY ARMY NATIONAL GAURD:
Colonel James John Grant, of Mount Holly.

Bills Introduced:

S2581 Stack,B Low-flow toilets-req, multiple dwellings REF SCU
S2582 Stack,B/Sacco,N Credit card solicitations, cert.-proh. REF SCM
S2583 Codey,R/Ruiz,M Charitable org.-mgt., use of investments REF SCM
S2584 Haines,P Child safety-concerns REF SLP
S2585 Karrow,M Prop. tax exemp.-facade improvements REF SCU
S2586 Karrow,M Sch. dist. expenditures-incr. disclosure REF SED
S2587 Karrow,M Massage, bodywork-remove sales tax REF SBA
S2588 Karrow,M 2007 Blue Acres Fd-concerns allocation REF SEN
S2589 Karrow,M Pub. emp accumulated sick leave-concerns REF SSG
S2590 Karrow,M Farming activities-concerns complaints REF SEG
S2591 Karrow,M PPFRS, SPRS survivors-prov St health care REF SSG
S2592 Karrow,M Highland Water Prot/Planning Act-concern REF SEN
S2593 Karrow,M Highlands Prop Tax Stabilization-concern REF SEN
S2594 Karrow,M Farmland preserv.-concerns REF SEG
S2595 Karrow,M Highlands Water Prot/Planning Act-revise REF SEN
S2596 Karrow,M Tomato-desig. as St. Vegetable REF SEG
S2597 Karrow,M Bison-desig. as agric. livestock REF SEG
S2598 Karrow,M Sch. fac. proj.-concerns voter approval REF SED
S2599 Karrow,M Pub. sch. dist. contracts-concerns voter approval REF SED
S2600 Karrow,M Sch. dist. accountability-concerns REF SED
S2601 Karrow,M Sch. bds., mun. wage threshold-parity REF SBA
S2602 Karrow,M Green Acres prog.-extend appraisal date REF SBA
S2603 Karrow,M Highlands Region develev.-refund cert fees REF SEN
S2604 Karrow,M Sch. dist. autonomy-pilot prog. to evalu. REF SED
S2605 Karrow,M Recycling coordinator, mun.-concerns req REF SCU
S2606 Karrow,M Motorcycle safety courses-accept REF STR
S2607 Karrow,M Pub. util.-concerns reforestation plans REF SEG
S2608 Karrow,M BB guns-clarifies, not firearms REF SLP
S2609 Karrow,M/Oroho,S Recycling coordinator, mun.-concerns REF SLO
S2610 Karrow,M Motorcycle lic. plate-estab. for vets REF STR
S2611 Karrow,M DEP enforcement-award cost to defendent REF SEN
S2612 Karrow,M Pub. util.-proh. recovery, cert. charges REF SEG
S2613 Karrow,M/Oroho,S Firewood sale-concerns REF SEG
S2614 Karrow,M Highlands Region, cert. land-appraisals REF SEN
S2615 Karrow,M Planned real estate develev.-concerns REF SCU
S2616 Karrow,M Loc. Open Space-vol. income tax contrb. REF SEG
S2617 Karrow,M Hist. bldgs., structures-concerns leases REF SWT
S2618 Karrow,M Vol FF, first aid squad-prov. tax deduc REF SLO
S2619 Karrow,M Sch. dist bd of ed appointments-concerns REF SED
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S2620  Karrow,M  Green Acres prog-concern appraisal value   REF SEN
S2621  Karrow,M  St. sch. aid-concerns   REF SED
S2622  Karrow,M  New home bldg. plans-concerns   REF SCU
S2623  Karrow,M  Pub. Adjusters’ Lic. Act-concerns   REF SCM
S2624  Karrow,M  Corp. bus tax-concerns assessment   REF SBA
S2625  Karrow,M  Death penal., cert. murders-restores   REF SJU
S2626  Karrow,M  Builders, cert.-DCA req. to keep list   REF SCU
S2627  Karrow,M  Raw milk-permit sale, cert. conditions   REF SEG
S2628  Karrow,M  New home warranties-concerns   REF SCU
S2629  Karrow,M  Mun. housing plans-concerns   REF SCU
S2630  Karrow,M  MV inspection-concerns   REF STR
S2631  Karrow,M  Real estate deel builders-comply w/req   REF SCU
S2632  Karrow,M  Fair share affordable housing-limits   REF SCU
S2633  Karrow,M  Gold Star Parent-auth. special lic plate   REF STR
S2634  Karrow,M  Reg. contrib. agreements-reauth. use   REF SCU
S2635  Karrow,M  Real prop. -concerns fair market value   REF SEN
S2636  Karrow,M  Trucks-req. governor set at 68 mph   REF STR
S2637  Karrow,M  Basic generation svc.-concern provision   REF SEG
S2638  Karrow,M  Highlands Region-concerns   REF SEN
S2639  Karrow,M  Highlands transfer deel. prog.-concerns   REF SEN
S2641  O'Toole,K  Right to Home Defense Law   REF SLP
S2642  Kean,S/Beck,J  Mun. fair share housing obligation   REF SCU
S2643  Bucco,A  Mun. emerg. mgmt. plans, cert.-concerns   REF SLP
S2644  Beach,J  Mayors, former-solemnize marriages   REF SJU
S2645  Beach,J/Van Drew,J  Higher ed. pilot prog.-estab., cert vets   REF SED
S2646  Turner,S  Alco. bev.-possession, underaged persons   REF SLP
S2647  Turner,S  Sch. dist vol-crim hist record check req   REF SED
S2648  Beach,J  Vet. prop. tax deduction-proration auth.   REF SCU
S2649  Beach,J  Vet. prop. tax deduct-extend elig.   REF SCU
S2650  Connors,C  St. emp., newly hired-req. NJ resident   REF SSG
S2651  Scutari,N  Amber Alerts-receive on wireless phones   REF SLP
S2652  Haines,P  Co.-based housing asst. prog.-creates   REF SCU
S2653  Ciesla,A/Smith,B  Elective pub. off.-elig. PERS enrollment   REF SSG
S2654  Vitale,J/Kean,T  Developmental disp.-concerns support   REF SHH
S2655  Whelan,J  Sch. dist. budget election req.-concerns   REF SED
S2656  Beck,J  Sch. dist. admin.-concerns salaries   REF SED
S2657  Beck,J  Pub. Corruption Profiteering Penalty Act   REF SJU
S2658  Beach,J  TPAF, PERS memb surviving spouse-concern   REF SSG
S2659  Beck,J  Paid holidays, St., loc. emp.-reduce elig.   REF SSG
S2660  Beck,J/Weinberg,L  Loc. govt. ethics-concerns   REF SCU
S2661  Beck,J/Weinberg,L  Devel. approval-finan ethical disclosure   REF SCU
S2662  Kean,S/Whelan,J  Assault on lifeguard-upgrades penal.   REF SLP
S2663  Baroni,B  Sch. absences, excused-concerns   REF SED
S2664  Baroni,B  Tuition rates-concerns   REF SED
S2665  Baroni,B  Obesity ed.-concerns curricula standards   REF SED
S2666  Baroni,B  No-bid contracts-limits awarding   REF SSS
S2667  Karrow,M/Weinberg,L  Bond counsel legal fees-caps   REF SSS
S2668  Beach,J/Sweeney,S  Shaken baby syndrome-concerns info.   REF SHH
S2669  Smith,B/Ciesla,A  Fertilizer application-auth. co. reg.   REF SEN
S2670  Kean,T/Sweeney,S  Camp. contrib., cert.-proh.   REF SSG
S2671  Oroho,S/Sweeney,S  Env. Science Review Bd.-establish in DEP   REF SEN
S2673  Gill,N  Voting sys.-concerns   REF SSS
S2674  Beck,J/O'Toole,K  PERS-concerns memb. elig.   REF SSS
S2675  Rice,R  Special Mun. Aid Act-modify criteria   REF SCU
S2676  Redd,D  Colon Cancer Research Fd.-vol. contrib.   REF SHH
S2678  Buono,B/Sweeney,S  St. tax amnesty period-prov.   REF SBA
SCR135  Karrow,M  9-11 relatives-support memori. id request   REF STR
SCR136  Karrow,M  Annual spending limits-co. mun. sch dist   REF SCU
SCR137  Karrow,M  Prop tax deduct, FF-auth primary resid   REF SCU
SCR138  Karrow,M  St. asset sale, lease-voter approval   REF STR
SCR139  Sweeney,S/Van Drew,J  Greenhouse gas emission fee-memori. EPA   REF SEN
SCR140  Karrow,M  Sch. funding-amends NJ Consti.   REF SED
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

SJR71 Karrow, M American Bald Eagle Day-June 20th REF SEN
SJR72 Turner, S Tech. Innovation Wk.-first wk. in March REF SED
SR113 Karrow, M Ed. Commissioner-urge resignation REF SED
SR114 Weinberg,L/Beck,J St., loc. part-time memb, cert.-concerns REF SSG
SR115 Beck,J ARC Tunnel proj.-constr. contracts REF STR
SR116 Madden,F/Redd,D Prop. tax late pymt. fee-mun. waive REF SCU

Bills Referred:

CO-Sponsors Added:

S930 Sca (1R) (Beck,J; Scutari,N) Co. pol party committees-concerns
S997 (Scutari,N) American-made flags-concerns St. purch
S2667 (Beck,J) Bond COnsul legal fees caps
S2669 (Gordon,R) Fertilizer application auth. co. reg.
S2671 (Karrow,M; Kyrillos,J; Van Drew,J) Env. Science Review Bd.-establish. in DEP
S2672 (Karrow,M; Kyrillos,J; Van Drew,J) Env. Policy Review Bd.-establish. in DEP

Bills Recommitted:

A1405/1433 AcsSa (ACS/1R) Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J+31 Elected off.-proh. dual health coverage RCM SBA
S1172 ScsSa (SCS/1R) Sweeney,S/Weinberg,L+3 Elected off.-proh. dual health coverage RCM SBA

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

Bills Referred/SBA:

Co-Sponsors Added:
Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S804 (Beck,J) Petitions of nomination-concerns  
S1878 (Connors,C) Pub. off., emp. req. to reside in state  
S2577 Sca (1R) (Vitale,J) Non-age-restricted housing-devel.  
S2580 (Beck,J) Absentee ballot replacement-concerns

The Senate adjourned at 6:21 P.M. to meet again on Monday, March 2, 2009 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “1” and “2” scheduled to meet).

**ASSEMBLY ACTION (QUORUM)**

**Bills Introduced:**

A3768 Wagner,C/Prieto,V Nurse, regis. prof.-concerns ed. req.   REF ARP  
A3769 Vainieri Huttle,V  Env. permits, cert. areas-concerns  REF AEN  
A3770 Scalera,F Legal transcribers-unemp. comp. excl.-concerns  REF ALA  
A3771 Scalera,F Emerg. operations plans-concerns  REF AHS  
A3772 Greenwald,L/Malone,J Non-age-restricted housing-devel.  REF AHO  
A3816 DeAngelo,W/Schaer,G+1 Resid. Mortgage Lending Act  REF AFI  
AJR117 Thompson, S Rules of Evidence-amends  REF AJU  
AR185 Conaway,H/Wagner,C Natl. Nutrition Mo. in NJ-March 2009  REF AHE

**Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:**

A415 Handlin,A St. contracts, cert.-concerns  REP  
A1009 Wisniewski,J/Johnson,G+5 St. constr. contracts-concerns  REP  
A2484 Casagrande,C Corporal Philip A Reynolds Memor. Bridge  REP  
A2962 Acs (ACS) McKeon,J/Cryan,J Site remediation-concerns  REP/ACS  
A3222 Aca (1R) McKeon,J/Jasey,M Sch. fac.-concerns temperature control  REP/ACA  
A3578 Aca (1R) Scalera,F Fire chiefs, paid-mun. appoint  REP/ACA  
A3713 Aca (1R) Wisniewski,J/Johnson,G+1 Decal sys.-in place of special lic plate  REP/ACA  
A3754 Greenstein,L/Milam,M+5 Sex offense against minor-concerns  REP  
A3755 Milam,M/Greenstein,L+4 Sexual communications to minor-crime  REP  
A3756 Greenstein,L/Albano,N+6 Sex crimes against minors-upgrades  REP  
A3757 Albano,N/Vainieri Huttle,V+9 Social networking websites-concerns  REP  
A3758 Greenstein,L/Diegnan,P+7 Sex offender Internet identifier-concern  REP  
A3759 Evans,E/Lampitt,P+4 Harassment offense-upgrades  REP  
A3760 Schaeer,G/Johnson,G+3 Wiretap orders for cert. crimes-concerns  REP  
A3761 Scalera,F/Fisher,D+2 Computer trespasser-auth. interception  REP  
A3762 DeAngelo,W/Burzichelli,J+7 Child porn on computer-report to police  REP  
ACR178 Aca (1R) O’Scanlon,D/Conners,J+2 Mil. Appreciation Mo.-design. May 2008  REP/ACA  
AR148 Cruz-Perez,N/Scalera,F+2 Women vets-support fed. leg. health care  REP  
AR173 Aca (1R) Conners,J/Tucker,C+3 Vet. Health Care Budget Reform Act-memor  REP/ACA  
S1175 Rice,R After sch. activities-concerns  REP

**Bills Reported Referred/AAP:**

A629 Lampitt,P Dept of Personnel comp guidelines-concern  REP REF AAP  
A3763 Barnes,P/Albano,N+4 Computer Crime Prev. Fd.-creates  REP REF AAP

**Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Senate Amendments/Given Second Reading:**

A1408 AcsSca (ACS/1R) Fisher,D/Voss,J+3 Acupuncturists-revise statutes  
A1558 AcsAaScaSa (ACS/3R) Greenstein,L/Watson Coleman,B+8 Solar energy sys.-concerns  
A2438 AcaSca (2R) McKeon,J/Vainieri Huttle,V+5 Underground storage tanks-concerns  
A2507 AcsAcaAaSca (ACS/3R) Chivukula,U+5 BPU-auth. cert. use of cert. revenue  
A2550 Sa (1R) Lampitt,P/Chivukula,U+5 Wind and solar fac.-concerns location
Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:

S119 Sca (1R) Scutari,N/Whelan,J+6 Compassionate Use Med. Marijuana Act REF AHE
S1259/1022 Scs (SCS) Gill,N/Weinberg,L Cred. card acct.-under 21 yrs. of age REF AFI
S1303 Smith,B/Baroni,B Wind, solar tech fac-zoning use variance REF AHO
S1310 Gordon,R/Lance,L+2 Dam restoration proj.;$7M REF AEN
S2231 Sca (1R) Weinberg,L/Gordon,R Nurse midwives-concerns REF ALA
S2369 Sacco,N Jack Freidenrich Engineering Bldg.-design REF ATR
S2534 Sca (1R) Buono,B/Beck,J False Claims Act-concerns REF AJU

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S15 Buono,B FY09 approp. act-amends
S1927 Sca (1R) Buono,B Cred. card solicitation, cert.-regulates
S2146 Bateman,C/Madden,F+3 Defibrillators, assisted living fac.-req
S2188 Van Drew,J+1 Riparian lands-concerns

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

A3706 Russo,D/Voss,J MIA-OON flag-concerns display FROM ASG

Co-Sponsors Added:

A166 (Rumana,S) Realty transfer fees-concerns
A174 (Coutinho,A) Passaic Valley Sewerage Comm.-concerns
A239 (Rible,D; Angelini,M) Econ. Devel. Promotion Act
A344 (Wagner,C) MV accident reports-concerns
A377 (Caputo,R) Police off., UMDNJ-civil svc. status
A642 (Quijano,A) Najeeb Green-Lewis Law-concern mv rental
A688/2664 AcsAca (ACS/1R) (Coutinho,A) Lifeline Cred./Tenants Asst.-COL incr.
A709 (Quijano,A) Drunk driv.-concerns blood alco. level
A725 Aca (1R) (Quijano,A) Shaken baby syndrome-concerns info.
A758 (Spencer,L) Vet. benf., cert.-broadens elig.
A836 (Diegnan,P) Primary care practitioners-loan redemp
A912 Aca (1R) (Casagrande,C) NJBEST contrib.-allows tax deductions
A1071 (Diegnan,P) Civics ed. in pub. sch. dist.-concerns
A1547 (Voss,J) Pub. emp collective negotiation-concerns
A1551 (Angelini,M) Healthy Workplace Act-estab.
A1979 (Diegnan,P) Automated defibrillator use-immunity
A2004 (Quijano,A) State holidays-concerns
A2046 (Angelini,M) Sr. Cit., Disabled Transp. Prg-concerns
A2058 (Cryan,J) Surviving spouses-concerns workers' comp
A2309 (Angelini,M) Defibrillators, assisted living fac.-req
A2328 (Coutinho,A) Insur policies, cert-cancellation notice
A2451 AcaAaSaSca (4R) (Quijano,A) Vote By Mail Law
A2628 (Angelini,M; Rible,D) Urban Transit Hub Tax Cred. Act-expands
A2632 (Wagner,C; Green,J) Fed. emp. contrib., cert-excl income tax
A2656 (Rodriguez,C) Wine-concerns direct shipping
A2717 (Casagrande,C) Community agency emp.-estab. registry
A2725 AcaAaSaSca (4R) (Quijano,A) Gold Star Parent-auth. special lic plate
A2760 AcaAca (2R) (Quijano,A; Coutinho,A) Court Security Enhancement Fd.-estab.
A2878 (Coutinho,A) Adoptions, subsidized-concerns
A2889 Aa (1R) (Coutinho,A) Personal Asst. Svcs. Prg.-concerns
A2897 (Rodriguez,C; Vandervalk,C; Caputo,R; Carroll,M) UEZ Jobs Scholarship Act-estab.
A2933 Aca (1R) (Moriarty,P) Dietian/Nutritionist Lic. Act
A3003 Aca (1R) (Diegnan,P) Cred. card solicitation, cert.-regulates
A3011 Aa (1R) (Quijano,A) Dentists, prov continuing ed credit
A3023 (Wagner,C) Energy efficient, hybrid veh.-St. purch.
A3070 Aca (1R) (Coutinho,A) Driv. permits and lic.-concerns
A3092 (Spencer,L) Civil Rights Act-concerns claims
A3185 Aca (1R) (O'Scanlon,D) Sch. dist.-concerns emp. contracts
A3218 (Coutinho,A) Solar and Wind Energy Comm.-creates
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A3260 (Angelini,M) Boating accident, leaving scene-penal.
A3263 (Angelini,M) Loan redemption prog. for teachers-estab
A3276 (Rodriguez,C) Machine gun possession-upgrade crime
A3365 Acs (ACS) (Jasey,M) Court appointed special advocate prog.
A3409 (Green,J) Health care svc's. availability-req study
A3411 Aca (1R) (Wagner,C; Green,J) Prescriptions-concern forged, fraudulent
A3412 (Green,J) Sickle cell anemia-insur. cover-$95K
A3413 (Green,J) Mun. taxes, assessment, liens-nonpymnt.
A3414 (Green,J) Healthy NJ Labor-Mgt. demo. prog.-estab.
A3415 (Green,J) Jt. mun recreation comm-create tax exemp
A3416 (Green,J) Tuition expenses-income tax deduct.
A3417 (Green,J) Muhammad Ali/Rocky Marciano Boxing Act
A3453 (Green,J) Infertility treatment-health insur cover
A3454 (Green,J; Prieto,V) Real prop relating to terrorism-concerns
A3455 (Green,J; Voss,J) Sexual abuse cases-limitations statute
A3456 (Green,J) Human trafficking-concerns
A3474 (Green,J) Charitable regis.-concerns
A3476 (Green,J) Athlete agents-prov. for regis. and reg.
A3477 (Green,J) Ultrasound equip-restricts sale or lease
A3478 (Green,J) Security fraud-concerns
A3507 (DeAngelo,W) Jack Freidenrich Engineering Bldg.-desig
A3519 Aca (1R) (Wagner,C) Contaminated prop.-concerns
A3526 (Coutinho,A) Crimes in cemeteries-prov. addl. penal.
A3533 (Ramos,R) Patient safety-concerns
A3556 (Spencer,L) Animal control off., cert.-concerns
A3576 (Spencer,L) Dextromethorphan-proh. sale to minors
A3582 (Vas,J; Wagner,C; Coutinho,A) High sch. graduation req.-concerns
A3704 (Addiego,D; Rudder,S) TPAF, PERS memb surviving spouse-concern
A3711 (Holzapfel,J) Housing Asst. & Recovery Prog.-concerns
A3713 Aca (1R) (Wagner,C) Decal sys.-in place of special lic plate
A3726 (Prieto,V) Motor fuel franchisors-concerns
A3729 (Moriarty,P; Spencer,L; Conners,J) Health svc. corp.-domestic stock insurer
A3739 (Green,J; Albano,N; Milam,M; Pou,N; Van Pelt,D) Underground storage tanks-concerns
A3750 (Biondi,P) Consumer Relief Act of 2009
A3752 (Conners,J; Evans,E; Chivukula,U; Tucker,C; Oliver,S; Vainieri Huttle,V; Spencer,L; Prieto,V; Ramos,R) Co., mun., sch. dist.-PERS, PFRS liaib.
A3754 (Prieto,V) Sex offense against minor-concerns
A3756 (Prieto,V) Sex crimes against minors-upgrades
A3757 (Wagner,C) Social networking websites-concerns
A3758 (Prieto,V) Sex offender Internet identifier-concern
A3762 (Wagner,C; Prieto,V) Child porno on computer-report to police
ACR178 Aca (1R) (Wagner,C; Van Pelt,D) Mil. Appreciation Mo.-desig. May 2008
ACR220 (Coutinho,A) Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield-concerns
AJR69 (Coutinho,A) Rosa Park-commemorative stamp
AJR103 (Wagner,C) Disab. Hist., Awareness Mo-desig October
AJR115 (Munoz,E) Colorectal Cancer Awareness Mo.-March
AR70 (Coutinho,A) Mil. med fac-urge Cong, address problems
AR92 (Coutinho,A) Foreclosure consultants-investigate
AR94 (Wagner,C) Sports wagering-urges Cong. to lift ban
AR148 (Wagner,C) Women vets-support fed. leg, health care
AR169 (Angelini,M; Handlin,A; Webber,J) Israel-support against Hamas terrorists
AR170 (Quijano,A) Israel-expresses solidarity
AR171 Aca (1R) (Diegnan,P) Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act-Cong. pass
AR173 Aca (1R) (Wagner,C; Van Pelt,D; O'Scanlon,D) Vet. Health Care Budget Reform Act-memor
S454 AcaAa (2R) (Quijano,A) Lemon law-expands consumer prot.

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A1517 (Ramos,R) Vol. sports personnel-crim. hist. checks
A2412 Aca (1R) (Ramos,R) Real estate sales-concerns adjournment
A2999 (Rible,D) Borough Enterprise Zone Prog.-creates
Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A3167 (Coutinho,A) Inmates-concerns transitional svc.
A3171 (Johnson,G) Cellulosic Biofuel estab. Task Force
A3173 (Coutinho,A) Belleville Twp.-33rd UEZ
A3198 (Coutinho,A) Voting rights, parole/probation-concern
A3229 (Coutinho,A) Home care for sr. cit.-income tax deduct
A3233 (Coutinho,A) Land, conserv/recreation-concerns
A3234 (Coutinho,A) Energy efficiency incentives-estab.
A3235 (Coutinho,A) SHBP-sch bd, incentive to waive coverage
A3238 (Coutinho,A) Electric pub. util.-concerns agreements
A3339/3439 Acs (ACS) (Coutinho,A) On-site generation fac.-concerns
A3398 (Diegnan,P) Vet., 100% disab.-prop. tax exemp. elig.
A3533 (Coutinho,A) Sr. cit. prop. taxpayers-concerns
A3543 (Angelini,M) Independent Health Care Appeals Prog.
A3596 (Coutinho,A) Pub. sch. bldg.-concerns light bulbs
A3698 (Vas,J) Loc. pub. contracts-concerns
A3713 Aca (1R) (Johnson,G) Decal sys.-in place of special lic plate
A3729 (Wagner,C) Health svc. corp.-domestic stock insurer
ACR178 Aca (1R) (Conners,J) Mil. Appreciation Mo.-desig. May 2008
AR172 (Voss,J) IZOD Center-supports operation
AR177 (Coutinho,A) Libraries-update w/stimulus money
AR178 (Coutinho,A) Finan. instit.-concerns fed. bailout fds

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A879 Acs (ACS) (Dancer,R) Agric. tourism locations-concerns signs
A1632 (Stender,L) Newborn Screening prog.-revises
A2064 (O'Scanlon,D) Vet. prop. tax deductions-extend elig.
A2962 Acs (ACS) (Barnes,P) Site remediation-concerns
A3120 Aca (1R) (Vas,J) Railroad rights of way-concerns
A3161 (Coutinho,A) Tax appeals-concerns

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A3163 (Coutinho,A) VCCB-concerns restitution
A3398 (Coutinho,A) Vet., 100% disab.-prop. tax exemp. elig.
A3582 (Coutinho,A) Mental health svcvs.-concerns
A3694 (Johnson,G) Sheriff's off, co correction off-concern
A3710 (Vas,J) Interpreter svcvs.-health bnf. coverage
A3713 Aca (1R) (Milam,M) Decal sys.-in place of special lic plate
A3729 (Cruz-Perez,N) Health svc. corp.-domestic stock insurer
ACR114 (Coutinho,A) St. pension sys.-reduce unfunded liab.
ACR179 Aca (1R) (Cruz-Perez,N) Mil. Appreciation Mo.-desig. May 2008
AR173 Aca (1R) (Cruz-Perez,N) Vet. Health Care Reform Act-memor

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A118 (Coutinho,A) Physicians continuing ed.-concerns
A3693 (Vas,J) Assisted living residences-concerns
A3694 (Biondi,P) Sheriff's off, co correction off-concern
A3713 Aca (1R) (Stender,L) Decal sys.-in place of special lic plate
A3729 (Voss,J) Health svc. corp.-domestic stock insurer
A3739 (Cryan,J) Underground storage tanks-concerns
ACR178 Aca (1R) (Tucker,C) Mil. Appreciation Mo.-desig. May 2008
ACR217 (Vas,J) Infrastructure proj. to incr jobs-invest
ACR219 (Munoz,E) Oral Cancer Awareness Mo-desig April '09
AR148 (Tucker,C) Women vets-support fed. leg. health care
Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1329 Aca (1R) (Giblin,T) Pedestrians in crosswalks-revises laws
A3222 Aca (1R) (Vas,J) Sch. fac.-concerns temperature control
A3695 (Vas,J) Women-estab. urban job training
A3709 Aca (1R) (Vas,J) Pub. Water Supply Fluoridation Act
A3711 (Vas,J) Housing Asst. & Recovery Prog.-concerns
A3739 (Greenstein,L) Underground storage tanks-concerns
AR148 (O'Scanlon,D) Women vets-support fed. leg, health care

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A3739 (Gusciora,R) Underground storage tanks-concerns
AR148 (Van Pelt,D) Women vets-support fed. leg, health care

Notes to the 02/9/2009 Digest:

Bills Introduced:

A3723 Addiego,D Co.-based housing asst. prog.-creates REF AHU *NOT* AHU
A3751 Diegnan,P Adult day health care prov.-concern lic. REF AHE *NOT* AHU

The Assembly adjourned at 6:38 P.M. to meet again on Thursday, March 5, 2009 (SESSION).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

None

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (02/23/2009):